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ELECTROLUMINESCENCE FROM RARE EARTH
ACTIVATED MATERIALS — NEW CONCEPTS*

M. GODLEWSKI
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02-668 Warszawa, Al. Lotników 32 /46, Poland

The recent progress in the field of thin faJm electroluminescence devices
is reviewed. The mechanisms responsible for rare earth excitation in high
electric field electroluminescence structures are explained. A new mechanism
including rare earth ionization is described. Processes limiting electrolumi-
nescence efficiency are also discussed.

PACS numbers: 71.55.Eq, 71.55.Gs, 78.50.Ge

1. Introductions

The characteristic property of rare early ι ' (RE) ions is unfilled 4f shell, which
is screened from environment by external 5s, 5p shells (Fig. 1). 4f electrons of
trivalent ion extend less than 50% of RE 3+ ionic radii. Strong localization and
screening cause that crystalline environment weakly perturbs 4f shell. In conse-
quence, sharp, atomic-like 4f-4f  transitions are observed, which are insensitive to
ambient temperature. This and a rich stucture of energy levels explain why RE
ions are attractive candidates for emission activation in optoelectronic devices.

There are two approaches for obtaining hight 'mission by passing current
through a semiconductor (SC) (Fig. 2). The first is by injection of minority carriers
at a forward biased p-n junction. The second utilizes electroluminescence (EL)
excitation by electrons accelerated by high electric field applied to an active layer
(high-field EL). The latter method is appropriate for wide band gap II-VI SCs,
for which constuction of p-n junction is difficult. It found practical application
for preparing transition metal (TM) or RE activated thin film EL (TFEL) devices
operating at ac high electric field (ACTFEL). The first (powder ZnS phosphor)
EL device was constucted by Destriau [1] in 1936. The first TFEL device was
obtained by Inoguchi et al. in 1974 for Mn doped ZnS [2].

In this paper the EL excitation mechanisms and competing nonradiative
recombination processes will be described. The present status of ACTFEL research
will be reviewed.

*This work was partly supported by the grant no. 2 0476 91 01 of the Cominittee for Scientific
Research.
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2. ACTFEL devices

ACTFEL devices manufactured now are MISIM (metal-insulator-
semiconductor—metal) stuctures of the type shown in Fig. 3. EL is induced in
either Mn or RE doped thin layer of ZnS, CaS or SrS imposed between the di-
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electric layers (Al2O 3 or ΑlxΤiy O2) and transparent front and back electrodes.
There are two possible ways of obtaining multicolor EL. First of them requires
preparation of separate EL phosphors for red, green and blue color. The second
alternative bases on filtering of white color EL from either Pr or Eu and Ce doped
CaS, SrS. Thus, for multicolor emission either layered color structures, patterned
filter or patterned phosphor structures are prepared.

The rapid progress in the field of ACTFEL is documented by the data col-
lected in Table [3-6]. The technical standards for the ffrst and second generation of
full color ACTFEL devices are compared with the best pixel luminances of labora-
tory devices (measured at 60 Hz) reported in 1990 and 1992. The most perspective
materials for red, green, blue and white EL are listed. Two of the listed devices are
now commercially available: yellow-orange EL from ZnS:Mn and green EL from
ZnS:Tb.
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3. RE excitation mechanisms

3.1. DAP-RE energy transfer

In photoluminescence (PL) or cathodoluminescence (CL) 4f-4f intra-shell
or 5d-4f intra-ion emissions of RE ions can be induced by the energy transfer from
excited donor—acceptor pairs (DAPs) to RE sites (Fig. 4) [7]. In the process free

electrons and holes induced by photoexcitation or by impact of hot electrons (CL)
are trapped by donor and acceptor centers. DAP centers decay nonradiatively
transferring their excess energy to nearby RE ions [8]. The DAP-RE transfer
is the most effective RE excitation process in the CL phosphors. However, in
the ACTFEL stuctures the DAP-RE transfer mechanism is inefficient [9]. High
electric field present in the device prevents electron trapping by donor species and
ionizes shallow centers when occupied. Laving in mind high efficiency of the above
mechanism it is tempting to propose introduction of some deeper donors, which
may stabilize electrons even at high electric fields. In [10] and Cl [11] should be
tried to enhance DAP-RE transfer mechanism in ACTFEL devices.

3.2. Impact excitation mechanism of EL

Mechanism of EL excitation in TFEL stuctures was explained by Kupka
[12]. TM, RE ions are excited by collision with electrons accelerated by high electric
field (Fig. 5a). Cross-sections for the process are rather low (10-18 10 -20 cm2 ).
The efficiency of the process is also reduced by competing one-center Auger tran-
sition shown in Fig. 5b. The Auger process is exactly a reverse process to impact
excitation, i.e., if the latter is efficient, the former will also be efficient. High ef-
ficiency of two Auger processes shown in Fig. 5 was confirmed experimentally
[13, 14].
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The efficiency of impact excitation process can be increased in a very in-
tuitive way by increasing geometrical size of RE centers. It was shown that RE
molecules introduced to the SC matrix (lumocens [15, 16]) can have much larger
impact cross-sections than those of isolated ions. The relevant results are shown in
Fig. 6a, b. It was found that for ZnS:Tb the best luminance is obtained for F/Tb

ratio close to 1 [17]. Exceptionnlly good luminances were obtained for TbSF and
TbOF molecules [18]. It was also shown that a good luminance of atomic layer
epitaxy ZnS doped with metallic Tb is related to formation of (TbO)+n molecules
in the layer [19]. The TbOF and TbSF molecules are neutral. Oxygen (sulphur)
and fluorine compensate trivalent charge state of RE ion. All spectroscopical prop-
erties of Tb may then be related to molecule properties rather than to properties
of ZnS host lattice.
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3.3. Impact ionization mechanism of EL

Recently another mechanism of EL excitation was proposed [20]. In the pro-
cess RE emission is excited by collision with hot electrons, which results in RE
ionization (Fig. 7). The ionized RE ion can retrap carrier via an excited 4f or 5d

state, which is followed by RE emission. A large increase in the EL efficiency was
expected, since ionization cross-sections are up to four order in magnitude larger
than the impact excitation rates [20]. Moreover, the increase in the excitation

efficiency is not accompanied by the increase in the Auger transition rate. The
competing Auger process remains the same as for the impact excitation mecha-
nism.

4. Ionization transitions of RE ions

The experimental results for Pr doped ZnS and SrS [21, 22] and the electron
spin resonance (ESR) investigations of Eu doped SrS [23] indicated that impact
ionization mechanism is feasible for RE doped EL stuctures. This was confirmed
by recent photo-ESR and PL excitation investigations of Eu in ZnS [24, 25], Yb
in ZnS [26], Sm in ZnS [27], Tm in ZnS [28], Eu in ZnSe [29] and Eu in CaS and
SrS [30, 31]. Experimentally determined energies of 3-F2+ ionization allowed to
predict the energies for other RE ions in wide band gap sulfides and selenides. The
theoretical two-zigzag curve shown in Fig. 8 was calculated [32-35] with a refined
spin pairing theory (RESPET) of Jörgensen [37]. RESPET is a semi-empirical
theory based on a well justified linear dependence of ionization energy on number
of 4f electrons (denoted by q) [36], which approximates RE ionization energy by

W in Eq. (1) is an ionization energy of a free RE ion reduced by the negative elec-
trostatic potential energy at the ligand, polarization energy caused by ionization
transition and by lattice relaxation energy. .
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(Ε - A) describes hinear modification of the ΔΕII-III by regular Z (atomic
number)- and q-dependent increase in the energy due to contraction of the RE
ionic radius and increase in the effective nuclear charge felt by 4f electrons, caused
by change of intra 4f screening and, finally, regular q-dependent increase in 4f
interelectronic repulsion.

ΔΕΜc describes a multiplet correction, since the ionization transition pro-
ceeds not between barycenters of each 4f 4 manifold but from the ground state of
the initial charge state to the ground state of the final charge state of RE ion.

The applicability of the above theory was tested by comparing ionization
energies of RE ions in different host lattices with either the same or with a ligand
of similar electronegativity [33]. The theory successfully predicts RE ionization
energies in wide band gap sulfides [32] and selenides [33], as shown in Fig. 8.

5. Excitonic excitation mechanism

Figure 7c depicts a new RE excitation mechanism observed for Yb ion in
ZnS [26]. In this process an ionized carrier is first retrapped by an extended
charge transfer state of the ion. A localized bound exciton (BE) state of RE ion
[34, 35, 38, 39] is formed. A very complicated recombination patterns may then re-
sult [39]. The one shown in Fig. 7c includes a nonradiative recombination of bound
exciton due to an energy transfer to 4f core states of the RE ion. Formation of an
intermediate BE state results in a rapid deactivation of RE emission at increased
temperatures, which is an important drawback. 	.
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6. Processes limiting EL efficiency

One major deficiency of RE excitation by impact with hot carrier is shown in
Fig. 5b. As already explained, one-center Auger process competes with radiative
decay of TM, RE ion. Recently interest was focused on processes limiting impact
ionization mechanism of RE excitation. These will be discussed here shortly.

High efficiency of impact ionization mechanism requires a rapid retrapping of
an ionized carrier. Carrier trapping rates by ionized Eu ions were estimated from
ESR investigations of ZnS:Eu [24]. Very low cross-sections were concluded from
the experiment. These were much lower than those for typical deep trap centers
of ZnS. Thus, the presence of any contaminant will deactivate RE excitation.

The second limitation relates to carrier trapping via an excited state of RE
ion. When such state is close to the continuum of the conduction or valence states,
RE decay may be destabilized at increased temperatures, or by high electric field,
by carrier ionization [30, 31]. Destuctive role of the process was evidenced ex-
perimentally [22, 40]. For example, Yoshida et al. showed that efficiency of Pr PL
in SrS:Pr,K is increased by factor 10 2 compared to that in ZnS:Pr,F [40]. The
increase was explained by replacement of the impact excitation mechanism by the
impact ionization mechanism [32]. An increased band gap of SrS allows the ion-
ization transition of Pr ion. However, EL efficiency in SrS:Pr,K increases only 5
times compared to that of ZnS:Pr,F. Nearly all gain in the excitation efficiency is
lost due to high electric field ionization of the excited state of RE ion [32]. Similar
result was reported for Ce in SrS [41].

It was also observed that for some ACTFEL devices a trailing edge emission
is few times more efficient than leading edge emission [42]. Such difference was
not observed for Mn or Tb activated ZnS, i.e., when impact excitation mechanism
is responsible for EL excitation. By leading and trailing edge emission we mean
here light emission induced by front and edge of the voltage pulse applied to the
active layer. The only difference between these two emissions is strength of the
electric fleld in the active layer. A trailing edge emission is induced in the low
electric field region. Electrons trapped at shallow interface states during leading
edge are remitted and diffuse back to the phosphor where they can recombine at
ionized RE centers. Recently a significant improvement of ACTFEL luminance was
reported for multilayered ZnS/SrS:Ce stuctures [42]. In a multilayered stucture
introduction of additional interfaces, i.e., of additional trapping states, strongly
enhances a trailing edge emission and thus EL luminance. A further increase in
ACTFEL performance is expected due to this new stucture [5]. It may also allow
for preparing new type white emission EL stuctures when Tb doped ZnS will be
layered with Ce and Eu doped SrS.

7. Conclusions

A rapid progress observed in the fleld of ACTFEL structures is due to per-
fecting of two EL excitation mechanisms. On one hand different RE molecules are
tested to increase impact excitation cross-sections. On other hand, a progress in
manufacturing of stable thin films of SrS and CaS enables practical utilization of
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the new impact ionization mechanism of EL excitation. This led to constructing
of new efficient blue and white ACTFEL devices. Efficiency of the new devices
ensures that multicolor ACTFEL displays can soon be produced.
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